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1. INTRODUCTION
Stochastic differential equations generalize the notion of ordinary differ-
ential equations by adding the effect of random fluctuation. The theory of
ordinary differential equations has been extensively developed in connec-
Ž w x.tion with set-valued and fuzzy-valued analysis see 1, 6, 7, 11 14 , and the
concept of fuzzy sets has been used in several mathematical areas and
applications such as pattern recognition and system analysis since Zadeh
w x19 introduced this concept in 1965. In particular, it has been applied in
w x w xprobability theory by Ban 2 , Puri and Ralescu 15 , and StojakovicÂ Â
w x16, 17 .
In this paper, we will define the stochastic integrals of a set-valued
process and a fuzzy process with respect to a cylindrical Brownian motion
on a Hilbert space and give their properties. These concepts are natural
tools in the study of the theory of fuzzy stochastic differential equations
and stochastic differential inclusions with set-valued diffusion terms.
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The organization of the paper is as follows. In Section 2, we state some
w xuseful results of set-valued function by Hiai and Umegaki 4 and Negoita
w x pand Ralescu 10 and give some properties of L -bounded random sets. In
Section 3, we define a stochastic integral of a set-valued process with
respect to a cylindrical Brownian motion in a Hilbert space and give some
properties of this stochastic integral. In Section 4, we define a stochastic
integral of a fuzzy process, for the first time, by stating that its a-cut is the
stochastic integral of the a-cut of the fuzzy process. We also give some
results that are useful to the study of fuzzy stochastic differential equations
that are naturally derived from the stochastic integral of a fuzzy process.
2. PRELIMINARY
In this section we give some notations and properties related to random
Ž .sets. Let X be a real separable Banach space and V, A, m be a s-finite
measure space. For any set-valued function F: V “ 2 X , we use the
following notations:
Fy1 V s v g V : F v l V / f for V : X , 4Ž . Ž .
Ž X .  XM V; 2 s F: V “ 2 : F is measurable and has nonempty closed
4values in X ,
S p s f g L p V ; X : f v g F v a.e. , p s 1, 2, 3, . . . . 4Ž . Ž . Ž .F
The next theorem summarizes the major results for the measurability of
w xclosed set-valued functions. See 3, 18 for details.
Ž .THEOREM 2.1. Let V, A be a measurable space and X be a separable
Ž X .metric space. Let F g M V; 2 . Consider the following statements:
Ž . y1Ž . Ž .1 F B g A for each Borel set B g B s Borel s-field of X .X
Ž . y1Ž .2 F C g A for each closed set C ; X , i.e., F is measurable.
Ž . y1Ž .3 F U g A for each open set U ; X , i.e., F is weakly measurable.
Ž . Ž Ž ..4 v ‹ d x, F v is a measurable function for e¤ery x g X.
Ž .  45 There exists a sequence f of measurable functions f : V “ Xn n
 Ž .4 Ž . Ž .such that cl f v s F v for all v g V Castaing representation of F .n
Ž . Ž . Ž .46 v, x g V = X: x g F v g A = B .X
Then we ha¤e the following results:
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .i 1 « 2 « 3 m 4 « 6 .
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .ii If X is Polish i.e., in addition is complete , then 3 m 5 .
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Ž .iii If X is Polish and there is a complete s-finite measure on A, then
Ž . Ž .1 ] 6 are all equi¤alent.
w x Ž X . pTHEOREM 2.2 4 . Let F g M V; 2 and 1 F p F ‘. If S is nonempty,F
 4 p Ž .  Ž .4then there exists a sequence f contained in S such that F v s cl f vn F n
for all v g V.
w x Ž X . pTHEOREM 2.3 4 . Let F , F g M V; 2 and 1 F p F ‘. If S s1 2 F1
S p / f, then F s F a.s.F 1 22
w x Ž X . Ž . Ž Ž . Ž ..THEOREM 2.4 4 . Let F , F g M V; 2 , F v s cl F v q F v1 2 1 2
Ž X . p pfor a.a. v g V. Then F g M V; 2 . Moreo¤er, if S and S are nonemptyF F1 2p Ž p p . pŽ .where 1 F p F ‘, then S s cl S q S , the closure in L V; X .F F F1 2
w xWe introduce the notion of decomposability from 4 as follows. Let M
Žbe a set of measurable functions f : V “ X. We call M decomposable with
.respect to A if f , f g M and A g A imply f x q f x g M. It is1 2 1 A 2 V _ A
clear that if M is decomposable, then Ýn f x g M for each finiteis1 i A i
 4  4measurable partition A , . . . , A of V and f , . . . , f ; M. The follow-1 n 1 n
p pŽ .ing theorem is a characterization of the subsets S of L V; X .F
w x pŽ .THEOREM 2.5 4 . Let M be a nonempty closed subset of L V; X ,
Ž X . p1 F p F ‘. Then there exists an F g M V; 2 such that M s S if andF
only if M is decomposable.
For two nonempty closed subsets A, B of X , we denote
p 5 5 p 5 5 pH A , B s max sup inf x y y , sup inf x y y 2.1Ž . Ž .½ 5
ygB xgAxgA ygB
and
A A p p 5 5 p 4A s H A , 0 s sup x , 2.2Ž .Ž .
xgA
1Ž .If A and B are bounded, and p s 1, then H A, B is the Hausdorff
Ž X .  4metric of A and B. Let F, G g M V; 2 . Taking two sequences f andi
 4 Ž .  Ž .4 Ž .g of measurable functions such that F v s cl f v and G v sj i
 Ž .4cl g v for all v g V, we have for v g V,j
H p F v , G vŽ . Ž .Ž .
p p
s max sup inf f v y g v , sup inf f v y g v ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .i j i j½ 5
j ii j
2.3Ž .
pŽ Ž . Ž ..so that the function v ‹ H F v , G v is measurable.
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Xw x Ž . w xTHEOREM 2.6 4 . Let F g M V; 2 and let f : V = X “ R s y‘, ‘
Ž . Ž .be A = B -measurable. Assume either i f v, x is upper semicontinuousX
Ž . Ž . Ž .in x for e¤ery v g V, or ii V, A, m is complete and f v, x is lower
 Ž .semicontinuous in x for e¤ery v g V. Then the function v ‹ inf f v, x :
Ž .4x g F v is measurable.
w x Ž X .THEOREM 2.7 4 . Let F g M V, 2 and 1 F p F ‘. Let f : V = X “
Ž . Ž .R be an A = B -measurable function. If assumption i or ii in TheoremX
Ž . p2.6 is supposed and the following functional I f is defined for all f g Sf F
Ž . psatisfying I f - ‘ for some f g S , thenf 0 0 F
inf I f s inf f v , f v dm s inf f v , x dm. 2.4Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .H Hfp p Ž .fgS fgS xgF vV VF F
Ž .Let V, A, P be a complete probability space. An A-measurable set-
Ž .valued function on V, A, P is called a random set. Now we define the
notion of L p-boundedness of random sets, which is induced from the
notion of integrable boundedness of random sets. This is necessary to define
the stochastic integral of random processes.
w xFrom now on, we use the notation E f for the expectation of a random
variable f.
Ž X . pDEFINITION 2.8. For a random set F g M V; 2 , F is called L -
pŽ . 5 5 Ž .bounded if there is h g L V; R such that x F h v for any x and
Ž . Ž X . pa.a. v g V with x g F v . Moreover, for any F g M V; 2 , F is L -
A Ž .A pŽ .bounded if and only if the function v ‹ F v is in L V; R . In fact,
the necessity is clear. For sufficiency, we can take a real-valued random
Ž . A Ž .Avariable h ? as F ? .
p 5 5 p wA A p x1r ppIf S / f, then by Theorem 2.7 sup f s E F . In fact,LF f g SF
p p p p
p5 5 5 5 5 5 A Aw xsup f s sup E f s E sup x s E F .L
p p Ž .fgS fgS xgF vF F
Many mathematicians use the terminology integrably bounded instead of
1 Ž w x.L -bounded see 3, 4, 14, 19 .
Ž X . pTHEOREM 2.9. Let F g M V; 2 . Then F is L -bounded if and only if
p pŽ . Ž w x .S is nonempty and bounded in L V; X see 4 for p s 1 .F
Ž . pProof. « Suppose S s f. Then for every measurable selection f ofF
F, we have
p p5 5 A Aw x‘ s E f F E F - ‘.
This is a contradiction. Thus S p / f.F
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A Ž .A Ž . pŽ .Since F v F h v for h g L V; R , by the above assertion we
have
p p pA Ap w x w xsup f v s E F F E h - ‘.Ž . L
pfgSF
p pŽ .Thus S is bounded in L V; X .F
Ž . p pŽ .¥ Since S is nonempty and bounded in L V; X , there is aF
5 5 p p 5 5 pppconstant M such that f - M for every f g S . Thus sup f sL LF f g SFwA A p x A Ž .A 5 Ž .5pE F F M, that is, F v s sup f v is contained tof g SFpŽ .L V; R .
Ž .Let K X denote the family of all nonempty, closed, bounded subsets of
Ž .X. Moreover, we denote by K X the family of all convex subsets ofc
Ž . Ž . Ž .K X , and by K X the family of all compact convex subsets of K X .cc
pŽ Ž .. pLet L V; K X denote the space of all L -bounded functions in
Ž X . pŽ Ž ..M V; 2 . For F , F g L V; K X , since1 2
A A A AH F v , F v F F v q F v ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .1 2 1 2
Ž Ž . Ž .. pŽ .the function v ‹ H F v , F v is in L V; R . Thus we set1 2
1rp
1rpp pD F , F s E H F , F s H F v , F v dP v .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž . Hp 1 2 1 2 1 2ž /
V
2.5Ž .
pŽ Ž ..Then D defines a metric on L V; K X . In fact, by Minkowsky'sp
inequality, it holds that
1rppD F , F s E H F , FŽ . Ž .p 1 2 1 2
1rppF E H F , F q H F , FŽ . Ž .Ž .1 3 2 3
1rp 1rpp pF E H F , F q E H F , F .Ž . Ž .1 3 2 3
pŽ Ž .. pŽ Ž ..Thus D defines a metric on L V; K X . F , F g L V; K X arep 1 2
Ž .considered to be identical if and only if D F , F s 0.p 1 2
1Ž Ž ..We will say that F “ F in L V; K X as n “ ‘ if and only ifn
Ž . 1Ž .D F , F ’ D F , F “ 0 as n “ ‘.n n
w x 1Ž Ž ..THEOREM 2.10 4 . L V; K X is a complete metric space with respect
Ž . 1Ž Ž .. 1Ž Ž ..to the metric D gi¤en 2.5 , and L V; K X > L V; K X are closed1 c cc
1Ž Ž ..subspace of L V; K X .
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pŽ Ž ..THEOREM 2.11. For p G 1, L V; K X is a complete metric space with
Ž . pŽ Ž .. pŽ Ž ..respect to the metric D gi¤en 2.5 , and L V; K X > L V; K X is ap c cc
pŽ Ž ..closed subspace of L V; K X .
pŽ Ž .. 1Ž Ž ..Proof. First we prove L V; K X is a closed subspace of L V; K X
pŽ Ž .. 1Ž Ž ..  4for p ) 1. Clearly L V; K X is a subspace of L V; K X . Let F ben
pŽ Ž .. 1Ž Ž ..a sequence in L V; K X that is convergent to F g L V; K X , that
Ž .is, for a given e ) 0 there exists an n such that D F , F - e for all0 n
n G n . Then since0
A A  4  4F v s H F v , 0 F H F v , F v q H F v , 0Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž .n n
A A- e q F v , a.a. v g V ,Ž .n
we have
pp p XA A A A A Aw xE F - E e q F s E F q e - ‘,Ž .n n
X pŽ Ž ..where e is dependent on e . Thus F g L V; K X .
 4 pŽ Ž ..Now let F be a Cauchy sequence in L V; K X with respect to then
metric D . Then by Jensen's inequality, it follows thatp
1rpp 1rppD F , F s E H F , F F E H F , FŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .ž /n m n m n m
s D F , F “ 0Ž .p n m
 4 pŽ Ž ..as n, m “ ‘. That is, F is also a Cauchy sequence in L V; K X withn
pŽ Ž ..respect to the metric D . Thus there exists an F g L V; K X such that1
Ž .D F , F “ 0 as n “ ‘; that is, there exists an N and 1 ) e ) 0 such1 n
w Ž .xthat for n G N E H F , F - e . Then for all v g V,n
H F v , F v - eŽ . Ž .Ž .n
and
H p F v , F v - H F v , F v - e .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .n n
Therefore, we have the following:
D p F , F - D F , F - e .Ž . Ž .p n 1 n
 4 pŽ Ž ..Hence the Cauchy sequence F is convergent in L V; K X withn
respect to the metric D . The rest of the proof is similar to Theorem 2.10.p
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w x Ž X .THEOREM 2.12 4 . Let X be reflexi¤e and F g M V; 2 . Then the
following conditions are equi¤alent:
Ž . 1Ž Ž ..i F g L V; K X .c
Ž . 1 1Ž .ii S is nonempty, bounded, and con¤ex in L V; X .F
Ž . 1 1Ž .iii S is nonempty, weakly compact, and con¤ex in L V; X .F
Ž X .For F g M V; 2 , the expectation of F is defined by
w x w x 1E F s E f : f g S . 4F
pŽ Ž .. 1 pRemark 2.13. If F g L V; K X , we can see that S s S . In fact,F F
1 p Ž . 1 passume that S p S p ) 1 . Then there exists an f g S and f g SF F F F
w 5 5x w 5 5 p x pŽ Ž ..such that E f - ‘ and E f s ‘. But since F g L V; K X and
A Ž .A pŽ .F ? is contained in L R , we have
p p5 5 5 5 A Aw xw x‘ s E f F E sup f s E F - ‘.
1fgSF
pŽ Ž ..Thus the expectation of F g L V; K X is defined as
w x w x pE F s E f : f g S . 4F
We recall the following lemma, which we shall use to define the
Ž .stochastic integral of a fuzzy process see Theorem 4.6 .
w x  w x4THEOREM 2.14 10 . Let M be a set and let M : a g 0, 1 be a familya
of subsets of M such that
Ž .i M s M.0
Ž .ii a F b implies M ; M .b a
Ž . ‘iii a F a ??? , lim a s a implies M s F M .1 2 n“‘ n a ns1 a n
w x Ž .  w x 4Then the function f : M “ 0, 1 defined by f x s sup a g 0, 1 : x g Ma
 Ž . 4 w xhas the property that x g M: f x G a s M for e¤ery a g 0, 1 .a
3. STOCHASTIC INTEGRALS OF SET-VALUED
PROCESSES
Ž .Let X be a separable real Hilbert space and V, A, P be a complete
Ž .probability space with a reference family A .t t G 0
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Ž Ž ..DEFINITION 3.1. F s F t is called a set-¤alued process with ¤aluest G 0
in X , or, for short, a set-¤alued X-process if F: Rq= V “ 2 X is a
set-valued function such that
Ž . q Ž .i For all t g R , F t, v is closed and convex in X a.a. v g V.
Ž . Ž .ii For a fixed t, F t, ? is a X-valued random set, that is, for all
q  Ž . 4t g R , A g B , v g V: F t, v l A / f g A.X
Ž Ž ..DEFINITION 3.2. A set-valued X-process F t is called A -adaptedt G 0 t
Ž .if F t is measurable with respect to A for every t G 0. And a set-valuedt
Ž Ž .. Ž . q Ž .process F t is called measurable if t, v g R = V: F t, v lt G 0
4 qB / f g B = A for B g B .R X
w x 1Ž Ž ..Hiai and Umegaki 4 show that, for any F g L V; K X and sub-s-
1Ž Ž ..field B ; A, there exists a unique G g L V, B , P; K X such that
1 < 1w xS s cl E f B : f g S , 4G F
1Ž .where the closure is taken with respect to the norm in L V, B , P; X .
Ž .This random set G is called the set-valued conditional expectation of F
w < xgiven B , and we denote it by E F B . But as in Remark 2.13, we rewrite
pŽ Ž ..this as follows: for any F g L V; K X and sub-s-field B ; A, there
1Ž Ž ..exists a unique G g L V, B , P; K X such that
1 < pw xS s cl E f B : f g S , 4G F
1Ž .where the closure is taken with respect to the norm in L V, B , P; X .
Ž Ž ..DEFINITION 3.3. A set-valued X-process F s F t is called a mar-t G 0
tingale with respect to A ift
Ž . Ž . 1i For t G 0, F t is L -bounded.
Ž . Ž Ž ..ii F s F t is A -adapted.t G 0 t
Ž . w Ž . < x Ž .iii For 0 F s - t, E F t A s F s .s
1Ž Ž .. Ž . w < xFor a convex-valued random set F g L V; K X , F t s E F A is at
martingale.
Ž . qDEFINITION 3.4. A mapping B y, v : R = Y = V “ R is called at
cylindrical Brownian motion on a separable real Hilbert space Y if it
satisfies the following conditions:
Ž . Ž . Ž .i B y, ? s 0 and B y, ? is A -adapted.0 t t
Ž . Ž . 5 5ii For any y g Y , y / 0, B y, ? r y is an R-valued BrownianYt
motion.
Ž . qiii For any t g R , a , b g R, and y, z g Y , it holds that
B a y q b z s aB y q bB z P-a.s.Ž . Ž . Ž .t t t
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2Ž .Let L Y be the space of all A -adapted Y-valued measurable pro-t
Ž Ž ..cesses f t such that for every t ) 0,t G 0
t 225 5f s E f s ds - ‘. 3.1Ž . Ž .Y2, t H
0
X 2Ž . 5 X 5We identify f and f in L Y if f y f s 0 for every t ) 0, and2, t
X 2Ž .in this case write f s f . For f g L Y , we set
‘
yn5 5f s 2 f s n 1 . 3.2Ž . Ž .Ž .Ý2 2, n
ns1
5 X 5 2Ž . 2Ž .Clearly f y f defines a metric on L Y . Furthermore, L Y is2
t² Ž . :complete in this metric. Then the stochastic integral H f s , dB of f is0 s
a real-valued martingale given by
‘
t t² :f s , dB s f s , e dB e , 3.3Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .ÝH Hs n s n
0 0ns1
 4where e ; n s 1, 2, . . . is a complete orthonormal system of Y and then
Ž .integrals on the right-hand side of 3.3 are the stochastic integrals with
 Ž .4 Ž w x.respect to one-dimensional Brownian motions B e see 9 .t n
Ž .Let s Y; X be the space of all Hilbert]Schmidt operators from Y to2
2Ž Ž ..X with the Hilbert]Schmidt norm on it. Let L s Y; X be the space of2
Ž .all A -adapted s Y; X -valued measurable processes such that for everyt 2
t ) 0,
t 225 5f s E f s ds - ‘,Ž .2, t H s
0
5 5where ? stands for the Hilbert]Schmidt norm. Then the stochastics
t Ž .integral H f s dB of f is the X-valued continuous A -adapted process0 s t
determined by
t t U² :y , f s dB s f s y , dB P-a.s. 3.4Ž . Ž . Ž .H Hs sž /
X0 0
U Ž . Ž .for any y g X , where f s is the dual operator of f s and the right side
Ž . Ž . Ž w x.of 3.4 is the stochastic integral in the sense of 3.3 see 9 .
Ž Ž ..For a set-valued X-process F s F t , we sett G 0
S 2 s f t g L 2 X : f t , v g F t , v ; t G 0, a.a. v g V .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . 4Ž . tG0F
2 2 2Ž . Ž Ž .. 2If S / f, then S is closed in L X . In fact, let f t g S ,F F n t G 0 F
Ž Ž .. 2Ž . w t 5 Ž . Ž .5 2 xand for f t g L X suppose E H f s y f s ds “ 0, since fort G 0 0 n
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .all nf t, v g F t, v , f t, v g clF t, v . Now by the definition of F,n
Ž . Ž . Ž Ž .. 2clF t, v s F t, v . Thus f t g S .t G 0 F
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Ž Ž .. 2DEFINITION 3.5. A set-valued X-process F s F t is called L -t G 0
Ž Ž .. 2Ž . 5 5 Ž .bounded if there is a process h t g L R such that x F h t, v fort G 0
Ž .any x, t G 0, and a.a. v g V with x g F t, v .
Ž Ž .. Ž Ž .. 2For any set-valued X-process F t , it holds that F t is L -t G 0 t G 0
ŽA Ž .A. 2Ž .bounded if and only if F t g L R . In fact, the necessity ist G 0
ŽA Ž .A. 2Ž . Ž .clear. Conversely, suppose that F t g L R and take h t st G 0
A Ž .A Ž Ž .. 2Ž . 5 5 Ž . Ž .F t . Then h t g L R and x F h t for x g F t, v . Thus Ft G 0
is L 2-bounded.
Ž Ž ..LEMMA 3.6. Let F t be an A -adapted measurable set-¤alued X-t G 0 t
Ž Ž .. 2 2process. Then F t is L -bounded if and only if S is nonempty andt G 0 F
2Ž .bounded in L X .
Ž Ž .. 2Proof. Assume that F t is L -bounded. Then by definition theret G 0
Ž Ž .. 2Ž . 5 5 Ž .exists a process h t g L R such that x F h t, v for any x, t G 0t G 0
Ž . Ž Ž ..and a.a. v g V with x g F t, v . Since F t is an A -adapted mea-t G 0 t
 4surable set-valued X-process, by Theorem 2.1, there exists a sequence fn
w .  Ž .4 Ž .of measurable functions f : 0, ‘ = V “ X such that cl f t, v s F t, vn n
Ž . w . 5 Ž .5 Ž . Ž Ž ..for all t, v g 0, ‘ = V. Thus f t, v F h t, v and f t gn n t G 0
2 2Ž .L X . Hence S is nonempty. The rest is clear from Theorem 2.9.F
Ž Ž ..LEMMA 3.7. Let F s F t be an A -adapted measurable set-¤aluedt G 0 t
2 Ž Ž .. 4X-process. If S / f, then there exists a sequence f t of X-¤aluedF n t G 0
2 Ž .  Ž .4processes contained in S such that F t, v s cl f t, v for all v g V.F n
Proof. This is clear from Theorems 2.1 and 2.2.
Ž Ž .. 2LEMMA 3.8. Let F s F t be a set-¤alued X-process. If S / f,t G 0 F
then S 2 is con¤ex.F




E af s q bf s dsŽ . Ž .H 1 2
0
1r2
t 2F E af s q bf s dsŽ . Ž .Ž .H 1 2
0
1r221r2 1r2
t t2 2F E af s ds q bf s dsŽ . Ž .H H1 2½ 5 ½ 5½ 50 0
1r2 1r2
t t2 2F aE f s ds q bE f s ds - ‘.Ž . Ž .H H1 2
0 0
2ŽŽ .Ž ..That is, af q bf t g S .1 2 t G 0 F
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2Ž . 2Let I X be the set of all L -bounded A -adapted measurable set-t
2Ž .valued X-processes. For F and F g I X , since1 2
A A A AH F v , F v F F v q F v ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .1 2 1 2
Ž Ž Ž . Ž ... pŽ .the process H F v , F v is in L V; R . Thus for all t ) 0 we set1 2 t G 0
as follows:
1r2




ynd F , F s 2 d F , F n 1 .Ž . Ž .Ž .Ý2 1 2 2, n 1 2
ns1
2Ž .Then d defines a metric on I X . In fact, by Minkowsky's inequality we2
have
d F , FŽ .2, t 1 2
1r2
t 2s E H F s , F s dsŽ . Ž .Ž .H 1 2
0
1r2
t 2F E H F s , F s dsŽ . Ž .Ž .H 1 3½ 5½ 0
1r221r2
t 2q H F s , F s dsŽ . Ž .Ž .H 2 3½ 5 50
1r2 1r2
t t2 2F E H F s , F s ds q E H F s , F s dsŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .H H1 3 2 3
0 0
s d F , F q d F , F .Ž . Ž .2, t 1 3 2, t 2 3
Ž 2Ž . .Thus we can see that I X , d is a complete metric space.2
2Ž . Ž .We identify F and F g I X if for any t G 0, d F , F s 0.1 2 2, t 1 2
Ž Ž .. 2Ž Ž ..THEOREM 3.9. Let F s F t be in I s Y; X . Then for allt G 0 2
Ž . 2Ž Ž ..t G 0, there exists a unique random set F t g L V, A ; K X such thatt c
Ž . Ž t Ž . .Ž . Ž Ž .. 2 4F t, v s H f s dB v : f t g S a.s.0 s t G 0 F
Ž .  t Ž . Ž Ž .. 2 4Proof. For any t G 0, let M t s H f s dB : f t g S . Then0 s t G 0 F
Ž . 2Ž Ž ..  t Ž . 4 Ž .M t is a closed subset of L V, A ; K X . In fact, let H f s dB ; M t ,t c 0 n s
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Ž . 2Ž Ž ..and for f t g L V, A ; K X supposet c
2
t
E f s dB y f t “ 0 as n “ ‘.Ž . Ž .H n s
0
Then
5 5 2f y f 2, tn m












F 2 E f s dB y f t q 2 E f t y f s dB “ 0,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .H Hn s m s
0 0
5 5  Ž .4as n, m “ ‘, and thus f y f “ 0, that is, f s is a Cauchy se-2n m n
5 5 2Ž Ž .. 2Ž Ž ..quence with respect to ? in L s Y; X . Since L s Y; X is2 2 2
5 5 2 2Ž Ž ..complete with this metric ? and S is a closed subset in L s Y; X ,2 F 2
Ž Ž .. 2 5 5there exists a process f t g S such that f y f “ 0 as n “ ‘.2t G 0 F n
5 5Thus f y f “ 0 and2, tn
2
t












s 2 E f t y f s dBŽ . Ž .H n s
0
5 5 2q2 f y f “ 02, tn
Ž . t Ž . Ž . Ž .as n “ ‘. Hence f t s H f s dB g M t and M t is closed in0 s
2Ž Ž ..L V, A ; K X .t c
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Ž . Ž . Ž .  Ž .And clearly M t is convex. Since M t is closed, M t, v s f t, v :
ÄŽ . Ž .4 Ž .f t g M t is a closed subset of X a.s.. We can take M t such that
Ä ÄŽ . Ž . Ž .M t,v is closed for all v g V and M t s M t a.s.. We define a set
ÄŽ . Ž . Ž .valued function F t such that F t, v s M t, v . Since any element in
Ž . Ž .M t is A -measurable, F t is an A -measurable random set.t t
2 2Ž .Now we must verify that S is bounded in L V, A ; X .F Ž t . t
2 Ž Ž ..Since F is L -bounded, there is a real-valued process h t such thatt G 0
5 5 Ž . Ž . Ž . 2 Ž Ž .. 2x F h t, v x g F t, v . Thus for any f t g S , f t g S andF Ž t . i t G 0 F
A g A with j n A s V we havei t is1 i
2n
t2
E f t s E x f s dBŽ . Ž .Ý H A i si
0is1
n
t 2F E f s dsŽ .Ý H i s
0is1
t 25 5s nE sup x dsH s
0 Ž .xgF s , v
t 2F nE h s ds - ‘.Ž .H
0
Ž . 2Hence from Theorem 2.9 F t is L -bounded and is contained in
2Ž Ž ..L V, A ; K X .t c
Ž .DEFINITION 3.10. The random set F t defined above is called a
2Ž Ž ..stochastic integral of F g I s Y; X with respect to the Brownian2
Ž . Ž . t Ž .motion B , and we denote it by F t s H F s dB .t t G 0 0 s
Remark 3.11. The definition of stochastic integrals appearing in
w xKisielevicz 8 may be stated in our notation as follows:
t t 2K F s dB s f s dB : f g S . 3.5Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .H Hs s F½ 5
0 0
Ž . 2tBut the right-hand side of 3.5 equals S in our notation. This isH F Ž s.d B0 st Ž .not a random set but a set of selections of H F s dB . To regard a set of0 s
functions on V as a set-valued function on V is unnatural.
2Ž Ž .. Ž t Ž . .THEOREM 3.12. For F g I s Y; X , H F s dB is a submartin-2 0 s t G 0
gale.
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Ž . t Ž . Ž . 2Ž .Proof. Let F t s H F s dB and t ) t G 0. Since F t g L V; X0 s 1 2
for any t G 0, by the definition of the conditional expectation,
1 2S s cl E f t N A : f t g SŽ . Ž . 4E wF Ž t .N A x 1 t 1 F Ž t .1 2 2 1
n
t1 2
i> cl E x f s dB N A : f t g SŽ . Ž .Ž .Ý H tG0A i s t Ft 2½ 52 0is1
n
t2 2
is cl x f s dB : f t g SŽ . Ž .Ž .ÝH tG0A i s Ft½ 520 is1
s S2 s S1F Ž t . F Ž t .2 2
where Ai g A and j n Ai s V.t t is1 t2 2 2 w Ž . x Ž .Thus by Theorem 2.3, we have E F t N A > F t for t ) t G 0.1 t 2 1 22
2Ž Ž ..THEOREM 3.13. If F , F g I s Y; X ha¤e compact subset ¤alues,1 2 2
then we ha¤e
t t t
F q F s dB s F s dB q F s dB . 3.6Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .H H H1 2 s 1 s 2 s
0 0 0
Proof. By Theorems 2.4 and 2.12, we have
S t2H ŽF qF .Ž s.d B0 1 2 s
t 2s f s dB N f t g SŽ . Ž .Ž .H tG0s F qF½ 51 2
0
t 2 2s f s dB N f t g cl S q SŽ . Ž .Ž .H Ž .tG0s F F½ 51 2
0
t t
s cl f s dB q f s dB N f tŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .H H1 s 2 s 1 tG0½
0 0
g S 2 , f t g S 2Ž .Ž .F 2 FtG0 51 2
s cl S t2 q S t2Ž .H F Ž s.d B H F Ž s.d B0 1 s 0 2 s
s S t t2 ,H F Ž s.d B qH F Ž s.d B0 1 s 0 2 s
Ž .so that 3.6 holds.
Ž t Ž . t Ž . . Ž .THEOREM 3.14. D H F s dB , H F s dB F d F , F , for F , F g2 0 1 s 0 2 s 2, t 1 2 1 2
2Ž Ž ..I s Y; X .2
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w A t Ž . A 2 x w t A Ž .A 2 xIn particular , E H F s dB s E H F s ds , for F g0 s 0
2Ž Ž ..I s Y; X .2
Ž . t Ž . Ž . t Ž .Proof. Let F t s H F s dB , C t s H F s dB , and0 1 s 0 2 s
5 5 2 5 5 2A s v g V : sup inf x y y G sup inf x y y .½ 5Ž . Ž .ygC t , v xgF t , vŽ . Ž .xgF t , v ygC t , v
X  4Then by Theorem 2.6 A s f, A, V _ A, V ; A, and from Theorem 2.7
we have
t t2D F s dB , F s dBŽ . Ž .H H2 1 s 2 sž /0 0
2 25 5 5 5s E max sup inf x y y , sup inf x y yž /Ž . Ž .ygC t xgF tŽ . Ž .xgF t ygC t
2 2 X5 5 5 5s E E max sup inf x y y , sup inf x y y N Až /Ž . Ž .ygC t xgF tŽ . Ž .xgF t ygC t
2 X5 5s E sup inf x y y N A dPH
Ž .ygC tA Ž .xgF t
2 X5 5q E sup inf x y y N A dP .H
Ž .xgF tV_A Ž .ygC t
The first part of the above equation is
2 X5 5E sup inf x y y N A dPH
Ž .ygC tA Ž .xgF t
2
t Xs sup inf E f s y g s dB N A dPŽ . Ž .Ž .H H s
22 Ž Ž ..A 0g t gSŽ Ž .. tG 0 Ff t gS 2tG 0 F1
t 2 Xs sup inf E f s y g s ds N A dPŽ . Ž .H H s
Ž Ž ..2 g t gSA 0tG 0 FŽ Ž ..f t gS 2tG 0 F1
t 2 X5 5s E sup inf u y ¤ ds N A dP .H H s
Ž .¤gF sA 0 Ž . 2ugF s1
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Similarly, the second part is
2 X5 5E sup inf x y y N A dPH
Ž .xgF tV_A Ž .ygC t
t 2 X5 5s E sup inf u y ¤ ds N A dP .H H s
Ž .ugF sV_A 0 Ž . 1¤gF s2
Thus
t t2D F s dB , F s dBŽ . Ž .H H2 1 s 2 sž /0 0
t 2 X5 5s E sup inf u y ¤ ds N A dPH H s
Ž .¤gF sA 0 Ž . 2ugF s1
t 2 X5 5q E sup inf u y ¤ ds N A dPH H s
Ž .ugF sV_A 0 Ž . 1¤gF s2
t t2 25 5 5 5F E max sup inf u y ¤ ds, sup inf u y ¤ dsH s H s
Ž . Ž .¤gF s ugF s0 0Ž . Ž .2 1ugF s ¤gF s1 2




t t2A AE F s dB s sup E f s dBŽ . Ž .H Hs s
20 0Ž Ž ..f t gStG 0 F
t 2s sup E f s dsŽ .H s
2 0Ž Ž ..f t gStG 0 F
t 25 5s E sup u dsH s
0 Ž .ugF s
t 2A As E F s ds . BŽ .H
0
2Ž Ž .. Ž . Ž .THEOREM 3.15. Let F , F g I s Y; X and F t, v ; F t, v for1 2 2 1 2
all t G 0 and a.a. v g V. Then
t t
F s dB ; F s dB a.s. 3.7Ž . Ž . Ž .H H1 s 2 s
0 0
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Ž . Ž . 2 2Proof. Suppose F t, v ; F t, v . Then S ; S and1 2 F F1 2
t 2f s dB : f t g SŽ . Ž .Ž .H 1 s 1 FtG0½ 51
0
t 2; f s dB : f t g S a.s.Ž . Ž .Ž .H 2 s 2 FtG0½ 52
0
Ž .Thus 3.7 holds.
 4 2Ž Ž .. Ž .THEOREM 3.16. Let a sequence F and F be in I s Y; X , F t, v >i 2 1
Ž . Ž . Ž . ‘ Ž .F t, v > ??? > F t, v and F t, v s F F t, v for all t G 0 and a.a.2 is1 i
v g V. Then
t t t





F s dB s F s dB a.s. 3.9Ž . Ž . Ž .FH Hs i s
0 0is1
Ž .Proof. By Theorem 3.15, clearly 3.8 holds. Now we prove the second
part of the theorem. By Theorem 3.14, we have
t t t2 2E H F s dB , F s dB F E H F s , F s ds “ 0Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .H H Hs i s iž /0 0 0
as i “ ‘. By Chebyshev's inequality,
t t
P H F s dB , F s dB ) eŽ . Ž .H Hs i sž /ž /0 0
2 t tE H H F s dB , H F s dBŽ . Ž .Ž .0 s 0 i sF “ 02e
 Ž t Ž . t Ž . .4as i “ ‘. Thus there exists a subsequence H H F s dB , H F s dB0 s 0 i sk
 t Ž . 4that converges to 0 a.s. Since H F s dB is decreasing and has compact0 i s
Ž .values from Theorem 2.12, 3.9 holds a.s.
Remark 3.17. By using Definition 3.10, we can consider a stochastic
differential inclusion of the following type:
dX g g t , X dt q F t , X dBŽ . Ž .t t t t 3.10Ž .
X s x ,0 0
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where the second term of the right-hand side is a stochastic integral by
Definition 3.10.
w xApplying the above results and a method similar to that of Ahmed 1 ,
Ž .one can prove the existence of a solution of 3.10 under some conditions
for g and F.
4. STOCHASTIC INTEGRALS OF FUZZY PROCESSES
The concept of fuzzy random variables is introduced by Puri and
w x w xRalescu 15 and Stojakovic 16, 17 .Â
Ž .Let V, A, P be a complete probability space with a reference family
Ž . Ž .A . A fuzzy random ¤ariable is a A-measurable function G: V “ F Xt t G 0
Ž . Ž . Ž . w xwhere F X denotes all functions fuzzy sets of X G v : X “ 0, 1 such
that
Ž . a Ž .  Ž .Ž . 4i For all 0 - a F 1, G v s x g X: G v x G a is nonempty
and closed for a.a. v g V.
Ž . 0Ž .ii G v s X for a.a. v g V.
Ž . a w xiii G is an X-valued random set for all a g 0, 1 .
DEFINITION 4.1. A fuzzy random variable G is called L p-bounded if Ga
p w x a pŽ Ž ..is L -bounded for all a g 0, 1 , that is, G g L V; K X .
pŽ . pLet L V; X be the set of all L -bounded fuzzy random variables. We
pŽ .define two subspaces of L V; X as follows:
p p a p w xL V ; X s G g L V ; X : G g L V ; K X , a g 0, 1 , 4Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .c c
p p a p w xL V ; X s G g L V ; X : G g L V ; K X , a g 0, 1 . 4Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .cc cc
pŽ .For all G , G g L V; X , we define a metric D by1 2 p
D G , G s sup D Ga , Ga .Ž . Ž .p 1 2 p 1 2
Ž xag 0, 1
pŽ .Using Theorem 2.11, we can show that L V; X is a complete metric
space with respect to the metric D . For two fuzzy random variablesp
pŽ . Ž .G , G g L V; X , they are considered to be identical if D G , G s 0.1 2 p 1 2
Ž Ž .. Ž a Ž ..DEFINITION 4.2. G s G t is called a fuzzy process if G tt G 0 t G 0
ŽŽ Ž ..a . w xs G t is a set-valued X-process for all a g 0, 1 such thatt G 0
Ž . w x a Ž .i For all t G 0 and a g 0, 1 , G t, v is closed and convex in X
for a.a. v g V.
Ž . Ž .ii For all t G 0, G t is a X-valued fuzzy random variable.
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w x 1Ž .Stojakovic 17 shows that for any G g L V; X and s-field B ; A,Â
1Ž .there exists a unique fuzzy random variable F g L V, B; X such that for
w xany a g 0, 1 ,
a w a xF s E G N B a.s.
The fuzzy random variable F is called the fuzzy conditional expectation
w xof G given B , and we denote it by E G N B .
Ž Ž .. a Ž .DEFINITION 4.3. A fuzzy process G t is called A -adapted if G tt G 0 t
a Ž . w xis A -adapted and measurable if G t is measurable for all a g 0, 1 .t
Ž Ž ..DEFINITION 4.4. A fuzzy process G s G t is called a martingalet G 0
with respect to A ift
Ž . Ž . 1i G t is L -bounded.
Ž . Ž .ii G t is A -adapted.t
Ž . w Ž . x Ž .iii For 0 F s - t, E G t N A s G s .s
By the definition of the fuzzy conditional expectation, the martingale
Ž Ž ..property Definition 4.4 iii is equivalent to
Ž .X w x w a Ž . x a Ž .iii For any a g 0, 1 and 0 F s - t, E G t N A s G s a.s.s
Ž . Ž . w x Ž Ž ..Let G g L V; X and G t s E G N A . Then G t is a fuzzyt t G 0
martingale.
Ž Ž ..DEFINITION 4.5. A fuzzy process G t defined on X is calledt G 0
2 Ž a Ž .. 2L -bounded if the set-valued processes G t are L -bounded for allt G 0
w xa g 0, 1 .
2Ž . 2Let F X be the space of all L -bounded fuzzy processes defined on
2Ž .X. For G , G g F X , we set1 2
r G , G s sup d Ga , Ga ,Ž . Ž .2, t 1 2 2, t 1 2
Ž xag 0, 1
and
‘
ynr G , G s 2 r G , G n 1 .Ž . Ž .Ž .Ý2 1 2 2, n 1 2
ns1
2Ž . 2Ž .Then r defines a metric on F X , and F X is a complete metric space2
with respect to r by an argument similar to the proof of the completeness2
Ž 2Ž . .of I X , d in Section 2.2
Ž Ž .. 2Ž Ž ..THEOREM 4.6. For any fuzzy process G t g F s Y; X , theret G 0 2
Ž . 2 Ž .exists a unique fuzzy random ¤ariable Z t g L V, A ; X such that for allc t
w xt G 0 and a g 0, 1 ,
t
ax g X : Z t , v x G a s G s, v dB v a.a. v g V . 4.1 4Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .H s
0
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w x a Ž .Proof. We shall prove that for any fixed t G 0 and a g 0, 1 , M t s
t a Ž .H G s dB satisfies the conditions in Theorem 2.14.0 s
Ž . 0Ž .  Ž . Ž .Ž . 4 Ž .i Since G t, v s x g s Y; X : G t, v x G 0 s s Y; X ,2 2
we have
S 02 s f t g L 2 s Y ; X : f t , v g G0 t , vŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .tG0G 2
s s Y ; X s L 2 s Y ; X .Ž . Ž .4 Ž .2 2
Thus for each t ) 0,
t2 2 2 2
0S s g s dB g L V , A ; X : g t g S s L s Y ; XŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .H tG0M Ž t . s t G 2½ 5
0
and
t0 2M t , v s g s, v dB v g X : g t g L s Y ; X s XŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .H tG0s 2½ 5
0
for a.a. v g V.
Ž . bŽ . a Ž .ii If a F b , then G t, v ; G t, v for a.a. v g V. Thus by
Theorem 3.15,
t t
b aG s, v dB v ; G s, v dB vŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .H Hs s
0 0
for all v g V.
Ž .iii Suppose that for a F a F ??? F a , lim a s a ,1 2 n“‘ n
Ga1 t , v > Ga2 t , v > Ga3 t , v > ??? > Ga t , v ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
and
‘
a a iG t , v s G t , v for all v g V .Ž . Ž .F
is1
Then by Theorem 3.16,
t t t
a a a1 2 3G s dB > G s dB > G s dB > ???Ž . Ž . Ž .H H Hs s s
0 0 0
t






a a iG s dB s G s dB a.s.Ž . Ž .FH Hs s
0 0is1
Ž .Therefore, by Theorem 2.14, there exists a fuzzy random variable Z t g
2 Ž . a Ž . a Ž . t a Ž .L V, A ; X such that Z t s M t s H G s dB . The uniqueness isc t 0 s
obvious.
Ž .DEFINITION 4.7. A fuzzy random variable Z t in Theorem 4.6 is called
Ž Ž .. Ž .a stochastic integral of a fuzzy process G t with respect to B ,t G 0 t t G 0
and we denote it by
t
Z t s G s dB .Ž . Ž .H s
0
Ž t Ž . t Ž . . Ž .THEOREM 4.8. D H G s dB , H G s dB F r G , G , for G , G2 0 1 s 0 2 s 2, t 1 2 1 2
2Ž Ž ..g F s Y; X .2
Ž .Proof. By the definition of D , Theorem 3.14 ii ,2
t t t t
a aD G s dB , G s dB s sup D G s dB , G s dBŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .H H H H2 1 s 2 s 2 1 s 2 sž / ž /0 0 0 0Ž xag 0, 1
F sup d Ga , GaŽ .2, t 1 2
Ž xag 0, 1
s r G , G . BŽ .2, t 1 2
2Ž Ž .. Ž t Ž . .THEOREM 4.9. For G g F s Y; X , H G s dB is a fuzzy sub-2 0 s t G 0
martingale.
Ž xProof. For a g 0, 1 , by the definition of the fuzzy conditional expecta-
tion and Theorem 3.13, we have
a
st t
a aE G r dB N A s E G r dB N A > G r dB a.s.Ž . Ž . Ž .H H Hr s r s rž /0 0 0
And for a s 0, by the proof of Theorem 4.8 and the definition of the
conditional expectation of the set-valued process, we have
t 0E G r dB N AŽ .H r s
0
s
2 0s E f t N A : f t g L V , A ; X s X s G r dB a.s.Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . 4 Hs t r
0
tŽ Ž . .Thus H G s dB is a fuzzy martingale.0 s t G 0
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2 Ž .For G , G g L V; X , we define the addition of a fuzzy random1 2 cc
variable follows:
G q G v s G v q G v ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .1 2 1 2
Ž Ž . Ž ..Ž .  w x a Ž . a Ž .4where G v q G v x s sup a g 0, 1 : x g G x q G x . Then1 2 1 2
Ž .a a a Ž w x.G q G s G q G see 17 .1 2 1 2
Ž Ž .. Ž Ž .. 2Ž Ž ..THEOREM 4.10. Let G t , G t g F s Y; X satisfy1 t G 0 2 t G 0 2
Ž . Ž . 2 Ž .G t , G t g L V; X for all t G 0. Then1 2 cc
t t t
G s q G s dB s G s dB q G s dB . 4.2Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .H H H1 2 s 1 s 2 s
0 0 0




G s q G s dBŽ . Ž .Ž .H 1 2 sž /0
t ta a as G s q G s dB s G s q G s dBŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .H H1 2 s 1 2 s
0 0
t t




s G s dB q G s dBŽ . Ž .H H1 s 2 sž / ž /0 0
a
t t
s G s dB q G s dB .Ž . Ž .H H1 s 2 sž /0 0
Ž .Thus 4.2 holds.
Remark 4.11. By using Definition 4.7, we can set the following fuzzy
stochastic differential equation:
dX s F t , X dt q G t , X dBŽ . Ž .t t t t 4.3Ž .
X s x ,0 0
where the second term of the right-hand side is a stochastic integral
defined by the mean of Definition 4.7.
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